
Pedal Press Pricing
Pedal Press is a volunteer run collective committed to offering our accessible and affordable
printing to everyone and   Our pricing has the following goals: 

● raising funds for radical justice partners; 
● and, sustaining our ability to print and volunteer. 

We are committed to challenging white supremacy, capitalism and colonialism individually, in
our collective and with our partners.  We operate on a sliding scale to projects who share this
commitment.

Our standard pricing is as follows:

Print Orders
● Our standard price for printing is $2.00 per shirt if you provide shirts; add the price of shirts (at cost) if

we supply.
● The shirt price is for one-color shirts; for each additional color, add a dollar per shirt.
● Orders under 50 shirts have a $30 screen fee.  Waived if order is over 50 shirts.  The screen price is

included (no extra fee for burning screen).
● We take orders up to 200 shirts. We recommend Limey Tees, Silkshop, or Jeeptrail for bigger orders.

Live Printing
● Screens for live printing are $30/screen.
● There is a $50 charge for setup and breakdown
● We charge $25 per person per hour
● Our maximum printing time is four hours

Other services and costs:
● Design and illustration $25/hr
● Screen burning $30/screen. If you want to keep the screen, add $25, which is at cost for a 16x20 screen
● We also offer Intro to Screenprinting workshops periodically in the  community

If you are interested in PRE- or POST-PRINTING
(i.,e., a Print Order) and Live Printing,

these are two separate things.

Screens burned for live printing are a different setup, so if you are pre- or post-printing a design for an
event, there will be both a screen fee for the live printing and a shirt fee for the print order.

Again: these are standard costs, and we reserve the right to apply discounts or
surcharges (sliding scale pricing) as appropriate.


